Service Excellence

Dedicated After-sales Support
Ansac offers its customers a complete support service
with an extensive inventory of spare parts and a comprehensive service system which can reach customers in any
corner of the globe. Ansac can service any requirement
from a replacement seal to a complete kiln servicing;
Ansac has the resources and technologies to solve any
problems which may arise.
Ansac has a complete and extensive inventory of spare
parts to support all of its thermal processing equipment.
Ansac spares are sent ready to assemble and can fit
straight into any Ansac product reducing downtime and
increasing operational efficiency. Customers using Ansac
spares are also guaranteed the continued functioning
and production levels achievable by new Ansac products.
As well as a complete spare parts inventory, Ansac can
commission, service and repair all Ansac products anywhere in the world. Ansac’s commissioning service allows
proper set up and installation of products and ensures
they are set up to produce at their full ability. The service
aspect of Ansac’s service support program ensures the
continued running of Ansac products and ensures that
they stay up to the Ansac standard of production efficiency. The final aspect of Ansac’s extensive service support program is the fast and complete repair of anything
that may go wrong over the life of the product, as with
all machinery eventually some parts will require repair or
replacement and Ansac’s service technicians have been
trained to identify, repair and recommission any problem
which the product may experience, within a fast cost effective time frame.
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The major benefits of using the Ansac servicing and
spare parts is the guaranteed reliability of the products
used, the expertise of the service technicians, the reduced amount of downtime from poor production or
breakdowns and the benefits of increased production
and product efficiency over the life of the product.
Ansac service technicians are highly trained and are
experts on all Ansac products and the processes they
perform, which gives them the ability to troubleshoot,
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